
Maple Class 

Week beginning -Monday 20th April 

 

Reception – Please see the reading list within the Reception working from home leaning 

page on the school website. Thank you  

 

Year 1 Reading list- 

Red level readers-  

Book Title- A Day out     

This is a lovely book about Bill (story character) going on a walk.  

Take time to share the front cover, questions you might ask-  

what can they see? What do they think the story is about? Where do they think the story takes place 

(settings)? Share the text, stopping to discuss and ask questions about the illustrations on each page. 

Can you ask your child to think about a walk they may have recently been on: is it the same as Bills walk or 

different? 

After you have shared the story, ask your child to predict where Bill might go tomorrow on his day out? 

Where would they like to go on a day out?  Can they draw a simple map showing the places Bill visited on 

his walk? Can your child draw a map of a walk they may go on, it can be outside or a walk around their 

home? 

The frequent words throughout the text are went and he.  

Words within text may need support:  

wood oo in wood  is the short sound 

Hill   waterfall 
 

ll together make one sound only ……(l) 
 

Can you child to think of other words containing oo and ll 

Position words used with the text: over, into, behind, up.  Can your child think of any more position words, 

under etc…. They could use a toy to place in different positions around the house, eg. I have put teddy 

under the table, next to the televison. 

 

Yellow book level-  

Book title-Doing Nothing   

 This is a story about a frog that likes/wants to do nothing. 

Share and discuss the features of the front cover. Where is the frog? What do you think he is thinking 

about and why? 



The frog continues to find different places throughout the story to do nothing. Where does the frog sit? 

What happens each time? What happens at the end of the story? Does it sound familiar? Can your child 

use their toys to create the story? 

The frequent words throughout the text are frog and then.  

Words within text may need support:  

leaf ea is a vowel diagraph ( makes sound e) 

grass ss together make one sound only ……(s) 

look oo  in look make the short sound 

  

This book also supports looking at ing words  

Jump- jumping  

Hop- hopping 

Climb- climbing 

Can you say each word and ask your child to repeat wood adding ing 

You say- jump... child say jumping etc… 

Can you think of anymore? Walk- walking         look- looking 

 

Blue level readers- 

Book title-Colours  

This is a story about a child who visits an art galley and imagines the world being the same colour. 

Discuss features of the front cover.  Predict the story based on illustrations. Who is the story character? 

Where are they going and why? Who is the author/Illustrator? 

This book revisits many phase 3 and 4 sounds to support and strengthen word recognition and introduces 

phase 5 ue 

The frequent words throughout the text are colour, different and everything.  

High Frequency words- are, could, like, more, went, would, there 

  

blue ue is a vowel diagraph same sound as ue in glue 

Can you add more ue words: be extra careful as ue can make 2 sounds.  
ue in blue is different to ue in statue  

 

There is an activity at the end of the book asking to match the sentences to the illustrations from the book. 

Can your child add a new picture to the art gallery- maybe a painting of their garden using only one colour? 

 

 



 

 

 


